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tortuous structure resulting in enhanced gas–wall interac-tions. However, due to the foam complex structure and variability of properties, the published 
data do not clarify weather true advantages of ceramic foam based catalytic converters can be expected; high gas–wall interactions may result to 
increased flow resistance. In the present work, foams are modelled as Kelvin Cells and compared to honeycombs, the state of the art catalyst substrates, 
in the controlled environment of numerical simulations. A CFD analysis has been performed assuming a mass transfer limited regime and imposing 
infinitive fast chemistry at the catalytic surface. Our results show that open-cell structures compared to honeycombs have higher mass transfer 
properties at moderate to high flow rates (u > 2 m=s), allowing more compact reactors. Moreover they can achieve the same conversion with a 
significantly lower surface, saving an equivalent fraction of noble metal. In order to have the same conversion to pressure drop trade off, foam porosity 

has to be much higher compared to hone
 s.
1. Introduction

In the field of catalytic converters
ingly gaining attention. They consis
linked in such a way to form comp
nected to other cells through passag
porosity and large surface area sugge
icant advantages compared to other
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network of solid struts
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ed windows. Their high
they may have a signif-
rd catalytic supports.

The tortuous flow paths through the porous structures [1,2] can
achieve a higher chemical activity per unit of volume compared to
honeycomb reactors. However, due to the complex structure of
foams and to the variability of their properties, the scientific data
available in literature still do not deliver a clear assessment of
foams as catalytic substrates [3–5]. Models for the geometrical
characterization of the foams are still under development [6] and
researchers have not yet converged in a correlation for the pressure
drop that produces consistently good results [5,7,8]. A detailed
investigation of the flow regimes and the consequent pressure
drop through open cell foams has been proposed by Della Torre.
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Nomenclature

v tortuosity (–)
g conversion efficiency g ¼ Cin�Cout

Cin
(–)

m kinematic viscosity (m2=s)
CPSI Cells Per Square Inch
D specie’s diffusivity (m2=s)
dh characteristic length (m2=s)
Dp external pore diameter DP= dp þ ds ¼ Lc (m)
hc honeycomb
Hg Hagen number Hg ¼ DP

Dx �
D3

h
qm2 (–)

KSv volumetric mass transfer coefficient (s�1)
K mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
KC Kelvin Cell
LR reactor length (m)
PPI Pore Per Inch

rs reacting rate (s�1)
Rep pore Reynolds number Rep ¼ Dpu

m (–)

Sw total catalytic surface, wet surface (Sw ¼ SvV) (m2)
Sh Sherwood number Sh ¼ Kdh

D (–)
u inflow velocity (m/s)
Yb bulk molar fraction (–)
Ys surface molar fraction (–)
YX mass fraction of specie X (–)
dp internal pore diameter (m)
ds strut diameter (m)
e porosity (–)
Sv specific surface area (m2=m3)
et al. [33]. They investigated the flow pattern inside real and ideal
foam at various Reynolds number pointing out that the main con-
tribution to the pressure drop was given by inertial effects.

For automotive exhaust applications [10] foams supports have
shown several promising advantages over standard honeycombs.
The higher momentum and species exchange perpendicular to
the main flow direction allows higher flow uniformity which is
crucial for conversion efficiency and catalyst durability [11–13].
Their geometrical flexibility allows different reactor configurations
[14]. However, compared to honeycombs, these advantages may be
counterbalanced by a higher pressure drop [8].

Few works have directly compared honeycomb and foam reac-
tors. Giani et al. [3] analysed the mass transfer of high porosity
metallic foams in the mass transfer limited regime at 450 �C. Mass
and momentum transfer correlations were fitted to the experimen-
tal data and compared with the honeycomb (hc) correlations. They
reported that the foams can obtain the same conversion rate of
honeycombs but with reactors 2.5–3 times smaller. However, the
reduced size of the catalyst is balanced by an overall higher pres-
sure drop.

Patcas et al. [4] analysed ceramic foams with low porosity
e v 75% and pore size of 20 and 45 PPI. They confirmed the conclu-
sion of Giani et al. [3] that honeycombs are more advantageous in
terms of trade off conversion/pressure drop, but they highlighted
that foams performs better in terms of heat transfer.

Bach and Dimopoulos Eggenschwiler [15] directly compared
the two substrates in a small Diesel powered Heavy Duty truck
by substituting the serial standard honeycomb catalyst with a cus-
tom foam catalyst 30% smaller. They reported that the foam cata-
lyst performed similarly to the standard catalyst both in terms of
pressure drop and conversion rate.

Recently numerical simulations have been used for detailed
analysis of open cell structures [1,16–18]. Several authors have
also modelled the pores of open cell foams as regular cells,
[3,16,19], and even produced such structures for research [20,21]
and commercial purposes [22]. In [18] the authors of the present
work have analysed their open-cell structure model against real
foams correlation published in literature, best results were reached
with correlations obtained from real foams with high porosity and
low pore count. Due to the geometrical scaling, a Kelvin Cell struc-
ture can be fully characterized by a characteristic pore dimension
and its ratio with the strut diameter. However this two parameters
are not sufficient to completely characterize real foams since foams
with same pore count and strut diameter can have different poros-
ity and specific surface area. This and other numerical constrains
[23] limit the model and may affect the results [23,18].
In the present work we directly compare honeycombs (hc) with
open Kelvin Cell (KC) structures by using the controlled environ-
ment of numerical simulations. The main purpose of the compari-
son is to analyse the relative advantages of each structures in terms
of mass transfer and pressure drop.
2. Method

2.1. Numerical modelling and assumptions

Simulations were performed using the freely available CFD sol-
ver OpenFOAM [24]. No transient conditions are considered and
the catalyst is assumed to have reached a steady state. The trans-
port of methane CH4 in air is simulated. A Sutherland model is
applied for the transport of chemical species properties and the
thermal properties are extracted from Janaf tables. The methane
inflow mass concentration is XCH4 ¼ 0:001. In order to limit the
computational load, species are assumed to have Schmidt number
equal to 1. The inflow temperature is kept constant at 700 K ensur-
ing to operate in the transport limited regime. Conjugate heat
transfer between the solid and the fluid was added to the model.
However the preliminary simulations showed a difference
between the maximum and the minimum temperature in the solid
matrix of less than 3 degrees. Thus, since the inclusion of the con-
jugate heat transfer greatly increases the computational costs, we
choose to neglect it in the production runs and to impose a con-
stant temperature of 750 K at the solid–fluid interface. Periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the y and z directions.

Gas phase reactions are neglected. Infinitely fast heterogeneous
reactions are modelled at the solid–fluid interface as boundary
condition imposing a null concentration for the oxidized species
(i.e CH4). Consequently the gradient of the other chemical compo-
nents is corrected on the basis of the reaction stoichiometry:

@Xi

@n
¼ ai

Mi

MCH4

@XCH4

@n
ð1Þ

where ai is the stoichiometric coefficient of specie i.

2.2. Domain

In order to compare foam structures with the honeycombs, two
different kinds of computational domains are built following the
same procedure presented in [18].

Foams are approximated by a Kelvin Cell KC structure. A CAD-
3D model is created consisting of a randomized structure of four



Table 1
Geometric properties of KC structures.

e PPI Sv m2=m3
� �

dpðmmÞ dsðmmÞ

0.80 11 1500 1.85 0.45
0.90 11 1152 2.0 0.3

Table 2
Geometric properties of hc structure.

e CPSI Sv Dc dc rc Lc=Dc

ð�Þ ð�Þ m2=m3
� � ðmmÞ ðmmÞ ðmmÞ ð�Þ

0.73 400 2480 1.25 1.125 0.375 30

Table 3
Geometric properties of KC structures obtained by geometrical scaling and used to
analyse the effect of pore size.

e PPI Sv m2=m3
� �

dpðmmÞ dsðmmÞ

0.80 11 1500 1.85 0.45
0.80 14 1876 1.48 0.36
0.80 22 3001 0.925 0.225
0.80 28 3751 0.74 0.18
0.80 44 6002 0.4625 0.1125
0.90 11 1152 2.0 0.3
0.90 14 1440 1.6 0.24
0.90 22 2304 1.0 0.15
0.90 28 2881 0.8 0.12
0.90 44 4609 0.5 0.075

Fig. 2. Honeycomb front view with characteristic dimensions.
KCs in the flow direction and two cells in the cross flow directions.
The randomization of the structure has been performed using a
technique similar to [1]. The center of each cell, the relative
position to the perturbed cell center of the each cell face and the
relative position to the perturbed face of each cell node were ran-
domly perturbed in all direction by as much as 0:25 � ls, where ls is
the strut length. The 3D model and the randomization of the struc-
ture are performed in such a way that they guarantee, at the
domain boundaries, the periodicity in the cross flow directions.

A schematic of the front view of a KC is presented in Fig. 1. The
main characteristic lengths sketched in Fig. 1 and the geometrical
properties of the main KC structures used in the present work are
summarized in Table 1. In the present study we analysed only KC
with high porosities (e ¼ 0:80 and e ¼ 0:90) that lead to low
pressure drop, which is a crucial factor for automotive applications.
The external diameter of the cells is fixed to Dp ¼ 2:3 mm corre-
sponding to a pore density of PPI = 11. This is considered as the
reference pore density. By geometrically rescaling KCs further pore
densities have been considered for comparison. However, in Sec-
tion 3.3.1 structures with smaller pores are analysed. Thus the
KCs are geometrically rescaled to reach PPI up to 45 (see Table 3).

The specific surface area Sv for the 11 PPI structures is com-
puted from the computational mesh and resulted in 1500 and
1150 m2=m3 for the cases with e ¼ 0:80 and e ¼ 0:90, respec-
tively. These values are consistent with those reported in literature
for foams of similar properties [5,6,25].

The same procedure with the different geometry was used for
the hc domain. The geometry is simplified as a square channel with
rounded edges, Fig. 2. A square pyramid centred with the channel
was cut from the entrance and exit region to avoid excessive mate-
rial accumulation due to the edge fillet, making the regions more
realistic.

The schematic of the front view of a hc with the main character-
istic dimensions is presented in Fig. 2. The hc structures, whose
properties are summarized in Table 2, was chosen to match the
properties of representative commercial honeycombs with
400 CPSI. In particular, the channel width is DC ¼ 1:25 mm and
the wall thickness, including the washcoat, is assumed 0:25 mm.
The resulting Sv is about 2500 m2=m3. Note also that in the present
work the ratio between the honeycomb length and the channel
width is 30, corresponding to a reactor length of about 3:7 cm.
Commercial automotive reactors present a longer Lc=Dc ratio,
decreasing the influence of the developing region at the channel
entrance, where mass and momentum transfer are higher. In a
direct comparison with the KC reactors, using a shorter reactor
may slightly improve the honeycomb performance since KC
Fig. 1. Front view of KC with characteristic dimensions.
structures present a very limited developing region, as shown by
von Rickenbach et al. [26].

A visualization of the computational grid is shown in Fig. 3. For
brevity sake only the entrance region of the honeycomb is pre-
sented. For both cases the mesh is of the order of 100,000s grid ele-
ments and to increase accuracy it is refined at the active catalytic
surface. The final meshes are made mainly by hexahedral grid ele-
ments. The remaining elements, constituting around 10% of the
total are general polyhedral elements.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Validation

In [18] the present KC model was compared with the most com-
mon experimental correlations for real foams published in litera-
ture. Both momentum and mass transfer were analysed.



Fig. 3. Sample of the final computational grid: (a) KC structures, (b) honeycomb
structures.
In the present section only the correlations of the Groppi’s
group [3,28] were compared to the KC model. While standard hc
correlations [29] were used for the honeycomb model.
3.1.1. Sherwood number
In Fig. 4 the Sherwood number (Sh) derived from the simula-

tions of the present work characterizes mass transfer through
stacked KCs. In [18] the Sh derived from the same KC model was
more extensively compared with Sh numbers for foams derived
experimentally [28,5,27]. In Fig. 4, only [28] is used as reference
since it is the author that analysed foams with higher porosity.
Note that there is still not agreement among authors in literature
and [28] reported that mass-transfer rates predicted by their corre-
lations are 50% higher than those of his [27]. In Fig. 4 the maximum
deviation between the results and the correlations is below 25%.
The low porosity (e ¼ 0:80) KC model overestimates the mass
transfer predicted by Groppi et al. [28]. An underestimation is
obtained in the high porosity (e ¼ 0:90) case but with a maximum
deviation of 10%.

Additionally, Fig. 4 shows the Sherwood numbers plotted for
the honeycomb configuration, derived from the corresponding
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Fig. 4. Sherwood number versus Reynolds number for Kelvin Cell structures and
honeycombs. Symbols: present numerical results; lines: published correlations.
Here, the characteristic length for Sh and Re of the Kelvin Cells is the strut diameter,
ds , and for the honeycombs is the channel width, Dc .
simulations of the present work and the correlation of Cybulski
and Moulijn [30,29].

Note that Groppi et al.’s correlation

ShKC ¼ 1:1Re0:43
ds

Sc1=3 ð2Þ

uses the strut diameter ds as characteristic length scale for both the
Sherwood and the Reynolds Numbers. While honeycomb correla-
tion [4,29,30]

Shhc ¼ 2:976 1þ 0:078ReDc Sc
Dc

L

� �0:45

ð3Þ

uses the channel width. Given the different geometry and length
scales, comparing directly the non dimensional quantities between
the two different supports may be misleading. A direct comparison
can be achieved by using dimensional coefficients as it is done in
Section 3.2.

3.1.2. Pressure drop
In Fig. 5 pressure gradients [Pa/mm], computed by the pressure

difference between the inflow and the outflow divided by the
length of the catalytic support, are plotted versus the inflow
velocity.

The pressure gradients for honeycombs simulated by the pres-
ent work are compared to those obtained by the Hagen–Poiseuille
equation [4,29]:

DP
L
¼ 32l

d2
c e

u: ð4Þ

At high velocity the present numerical model overestimate the
pressure drop, compared to Eq. (4).

In Fig. 6 the pressure in the centreline of the honeycomb with
inflow velocity of 10 m/s is compared with the pressure predicted
by Eq. ( 4). The pressure drop of the present simulations agree with
Eq. (4) only in the fully developer region. This is to be expected
since the Hagen–Poiseuille equation, Eq. (4), assume fully devel-
oped, laminar and cold pipe flow. Only a porosity correction is
added to account for the effective average velocity inside the hon-
eycomb channel. In particular, entrance and exit effects have an
inertial dependence and increases with u2. Thus, at higher velocity
higher deviations are expected as shown in Fig. 5.

KC results were compared with experimental correlations
proposed by Giani et al. [31]:

DP
L
¼ 2

dS
0:87þ 13:56

Reds

� �
1

1� GðeÞ

� �4 GðeÞ
4

qu2 ð5Þ
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where GðeÞ ¼ 2½ð1� eÞ=ð3pÞ�1=2.
The maximum deviation between the present results and the

pressure correlation of Giani et al. is of 50%. The e ¼ 80 KC struc-
ture is predicted with a maximum deviation of approximately
10%, while the e ¼ 90 KC structure at all velocities is underesti-
mated with a deviation that stays between 35% and 45%. Note,
however, that Edouard et al. [7] in his review of the pressure cor-
relations for open cell foams reported that no correlation currently
published achieves constantly good results and variations between
theoretical and experimental permeabilities of smaller than 100%,
resulting in standard deviations of the predicted values respect the
experimental pressure drops higher than 30%.

In Fig. 5 pressure gradients of KC structures are generally higher
than those of honeycombs and have an higher dependence on the
velocity. This can be seen also from correlations commonly used in
the literature. In the velocity range of interest, DP in honeycombs
varies linearly with velocity, as described by Eq. (4). In KC
structures DP presents also an inertial term (see Eq. (5)) and it is
commonly modelled by a Darcy–Forchheimer equation [27]. As a
consequence, compared to honeycombs, pressure drop can become
more and more a critical limiting factor for KC structures at high
inflow velocities (see Fig. 5).

3.2. Mass transfer

In Fig. 4 we have already presented the Sherwood number for
the honeycomb and the KC structures. However, we have already
mentioned that since the geometry is different and defined by
different characteristic dimensions it is not straightforward to
compare the two structures. A multiple analysis is necessary to
identify which catalytic support has higher performance between
KC or honeycomb structures.

3.2.1. 1D transport model
By modelling the convective mass transfer from the gas region

to the catalytic surface, the species equation inside the catalyst
can be written as:

u
@Yb

@x
¼ �K Sv ðYb � YsÞ ð6Þ

where K is the mass transfer coefficient, Sv is the specific surface
area and Yb and Ys are the bulk and surface molar fractions of the
reacting species. In steady state regime, the catalytic reaction rate
in the washcoat must be equal to the mass transfer to the surface.
Thus the surface reaction rate rs for a single step reaction can be
expressed as:

rs ¼ �K SvðYb � YsÞ: ð7Þ

Assuming infinitely fast reactions (Ys ¼ 0), the reaction rate is:

rs ¼ �K SvYb: ð8Þ

Eq. (6) with Ys ¼ 0 can be easily solved analytically. Its results can
be empirically matched with the experimental data or CFD results
by defining the K Sv coefficient as:

KSv ¼ �
lnð1� gÞ

V=Qin
ð9Þ

where V is the catalyst volume, Qin is the volumetric flow rate and g
is the conversion efficiency. The Sherwood number plotted in Fig. 4
is defined as :

Sh ¼ �Kdh

D
¼ ReSc

SvL
lnð1� gÞ ð10Þ
3.2.2. Mass transfer coefficients
The KSv coefficient for honeycombs and KC structures is plotted

in Fig. 7.
From Eq. (9) it can be seen that, given a fixed flow rate Q in;KSv is

inversely proportional to the volume of the reactor necessary to
achieve a given conversion g. Fig. 7 shows a significantly higher
KSv value for the KC structures compared to honeycombs, implying
that in similar conditions KC can achieve the same conversion rate
with only a fraction of the volume required by a honeycomb.

Both KC structures at inflow velocities of 1 m/s present approx-
imately the same KSv coefficient of the honeycomb, but when the
velocity rises to 15 m/s KC structures have more than 3 times
higher KSv coefficients, thus requiring only 1/3 of the volume to
reach the same conversion.

KC structures considered in Fig. 7 have a lower specific surface
Sv than honeycombs (see Tables 2 and 1). Thus, combined with the
lower volume, they require also a lower total catalytic surface
(Sw ¼ SvV).

This is visualized in Fig. 8 where the mass transfer coefficient K
is plotted. Similarly to the KSv coefficient, K is inversely propor-
tional to the needed wet surface Sw, and can be expressed as:

K ¼ � lnð1� gÞ
Sw=Q in

: ð11Þ
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KC structures, even at low velocity (1 m/s), have approximately
double mass transfer coefficient K, outperforming the honeycomb
structures. Thus, already at low velocities (� 1 m/s) it needs half
of the surface to obtain the same conversion rate. This surface gain
improves at higher velocities.

Assuming the same washcoat properties and washcoat thick-
ness for both supports, the total amount of noble metal used in
the reactor is proportional to the total wet surface Sw. The use of
a support that minimizes the total surface needed, minimizes the
amount of noble metal required.

In Fig. 9 shows the ratios of the total catalytic surface and
volume of the KC reactors to those required to achieve the same
conversion with honeycombs. With increasing flow velocity, KC
structures need a smaller fraction of the honeycomb surface and
volume. Due to the domain dimensions, after U � 10 m/s entry-
region effects become more and more important in the honeycomb
improving its transfer properties and causing the ratios in Fig. 9 to
stabilize.

It has to be noted that this estimation considers only the species
transport to the surface due to external diffusion and convection.
The lower surface required by the KC structures is an indication
of the higher transport fluxes that they are able to guarantee to
the surface. However, these higher external fluxes in reality may
be limited by washcoat diffusion or by chemical kinetics that have
been neglected in the present simulations. The inclusion of these
limitations may consequently reduce the relative advantage of
KC structures over honeycombs.

3.3. Pressure/conversion trade off

Giani et al. [3] defined a dimensionless performance index as:

I ¼ � lnð1� gÞ
DP=ðqu2Þ : ð12Þ

Structures with higher index give a higher ratio between
conversion rate and pressure drop.

The indexes I for each set of simulations are plotted in Fig. 10.
As already reported in [18] I increases with the porosity. KC struc-
ture with porosity e ¼ 0:9 perform similarly to the honeycomb
with e ¼ 0:73.

Previous comparisons of foams and honeycombs as catalytic
supports, presented by Giani et al. [3] and Patcas et al. [4],
predicted a lower performance index for foams compared to
honeycombs.

Patcas et al. focused on comparing foams and honeycombs with
approximately the same specific surface area. This resulted in
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Fig. 8. Mass transfer coefficient versus inflow velocity.
analysing foams with lower porosity (e v 0:74) than the one con-
sidered in the present work. For the honeycomb of e ¼ 0:7 they
reported an I of approximately I v 0:2 which is consistent with
our results in Fig. 10. For the foam they reported an I of approxi-
mately I v 0:05. Our model predicts (not shown here) for KC struc-
tures with porosity e ¼ 0:73 a I of approximately of I v 0:1 until
inflow velocities of U = 10 m/s and only at higher velocity I
decreases below 0.1. The difference can be explained by the fact
that Patcas et al. used in the analysis foams with low porosity
and high PPI. Such structures deviates from the ideal KC structures
used in the present work, due to the excessive material accumula-
tion at the cell nodes, to the non uniform cross section of the struts
and to the increased frequency of closed windows.

The results of the present simulations are more consistent with
the work of Giani et al. [3] which analysed foams with high poros-
ity and low PPI. Compared to the present work, [3] predicts a
slightly higher performance index for the honeycomb and an
slightly lower index for foams with even higher porosity
(e v 0:95). The present simulations overall confirm the result of
[3], but they suggest also that properly designed foams with high
enough porosity may have the performance index I in the same
range of commercially available honeycombs.
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Fig. 10. Performance coefficient I (Eq. 12) versus inflow velocity.
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3.3.1. Pore size effect on pressure/conversion trade off of Kelvin Cells
Lucci et al. [18] showed that for KC structures the performance

index I of the scales with the porosity and the Reynolds Number
Rep, and peaks around Rep ¼ 70 [18]. Thus, after having maximized
the porosity, for best performance the pore size of the KC struc-
tures should be sized so the Rep is about 70.

In this section structures presented in 2.2 are geometrically
rescaled in order to compare structures with different pore density.
Note that, for the properties of the geometrical rescaling the poros-
ity stays constant and the specific surface area is inversely propor-
tional to the scaling factor. Thus doubling the pore diameter will
reduce Sv by half. An overview with the geometrical properties of
the KC structures obtained can be found in Table 3. In Fig. 11 the
index I of these structures is plotted versus the inflow velocity.

For both porosities e ¼ 0:80 and 0:90, at velocities lower than
5 m/s the structures with PPI = 11 are the most efficient, while at
higher velocities the 44 PPI structure become more efficient in
terms of pressure/conversion ratio. This result is clearly a conse-
quence of the Reynolds number scalability of reactor set up as
discussed by Lucci et al. [18]. Observed for fast reactions, it has
yet to be verified in real foams under regimes controlled by reac-
tion speed or washcoat diffusion.

3.3.2. Dimensional performance index
The index I is best suited to compare foams and honeycombs in

the same configuration and with the same inflow velocity, because
it is non-dimentionalized by ðqu2Þ (see Eq. (12)). However, com-
pared to honeycombs, foams have higher geometrical versatility
and allow more flexibility in designing the reactor geometrical
configuration [14]. The geometry of the reactor can drastically
change the flow, and so one may be interested in comparing the
performance of the two structures operating under different flow
conditions.

In Fig. 10, the value of the performance index I is relatively con-
stant (0:1 < I < 0:3) trough the all range of velocity considered
(1 < U < 50). This implies that, the conversion rate g for a given
pressure drop, will decrease by decreasing the inflow velocity
according to � lnð1� gÞ=DP / 1=u2 (see Eq. (12)), explaining the
advantage of configurations that maximise the cross section area
in order to minimize the average flow velocity.

The index Ip is the ratio of the conversion rate per unit of length
and the pressure gradient. It is equivalent to the performance
index I divided by qu2:

Ip ¼
� lnð1� gÞ

DP
: ð13Þ
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Fig. 11. Performance coefficient I (Eq. 12) versus inflow velocity for KC structures
with different pore count (11 < PPI < 44) and two porosities e ¼ 0:80 and 0:90.
In Fig. 12 the dimensional performance coefficient Ip is plotted ver-
sus the pressure gradient.

From the figure it is clear that, for a given pressure gradient, the
KC structures considered are able to achieve higher conversions if
compared to honeycombs. The main reason, is that in the KC struc-
tures, a given pressure gradient is reached at lower velocities
(Fig. 5) where the conversion is more efficient.

In Fig. 12 also the Ip for structures with different pore density
are plotted. On one side, increasing the PPI significantly increases
the pressure gradient but the performance index Ip stays relatively
stable. On the other side, the same pressure gradient can be
reached by structures with higher pore count operating at lower
velocities where the index Ip is higher.

These considerations are significant for those applications
where the length in the flow direction is limited. In this case, once
the pressure drop has been maximised to the maximum allowed
the only structures that can guarantee a given level of conversion
may be KC structures with high pore density.

4. Conclusions

In this study we perform a comparison between Kelvin cell and
honeycomb structures as a support for catalytic reactors. CFD
simulations of both structures where performed to investigate
their momentum and mass transfer properties. The structures
were assumed to be at a high enough temperature to operate in
a mass transfer limited regime. Thus, infinitely fast reactions were
assumed at the catalytic surface and washcoat diffusion was
neglected.

The main conclusions and achievements of the work are:

� Both Kelvin Cell and honeycomb models follow the trends of
published correlations [3,29]. The differences observed are jus-
tified by the idealization of the geometry or to the physical
assumption made.
� Compared to honeycomb, with few exceptions, KC structures

are able to deliver higher momentum and mass transfer proper-
ties for the inflow velocity and for the geometrical configuration
considered.
� The higher mass transfer properties of KC structure allow to

reach the same conversion rate of honeycombs with only a
fraction of the volume or of the catalytic surface. In particular,
in the velocity range considered, the catalytic surface required
by the KC structure is at least half the one of honeycomb. This
is expected to save an equivalent fraction of noble metal.



� KC structure present a higher velocity dependence in both pres-
sure and mass transfer correlations. However, for high porosity
structures, the performance index I peaks at around Rep ¼ 70
indicating an optimal operational range, where the structures
are more efficient in terms of pressure/conversion trade off.
� The porosity of the KC structure will determine whether the KC

has an higher performance index compared to honeycomb.
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